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kaye> hi
Ena> Hi Kaye!
Ena> I'll be right back...I'm on the run!
kaye> hi
Stephanie> Howdy!
Ena> Hi Steph!
Ena> Thanks for coming!
kaye> thank you both for coming
kaye> want some fearless predictions?
Stephanie> You bet :)
Ena> Well Kaye...We're your greatest fans! YES!
kaye> ok
Stephanie> We hope to start investing next year.
Ena> I hope to balance my statement next year!
kaye> start a savings account with the moon in taurus
Stephanie> LOL!
Ena> How about changing OCA's account?
kaye> balance your statements on a void of course moon
Stephanie> Hey!! Now, that's a thought!
Ena> Really, Kaye!
kaye> change the account when the moon is in aquarius
Ena> I'd never thought of that. Why?
Stephanie> On a side note, do blood work on a void moon too.
kaye> voc moon helps you forget how painful it is
Stephanie> LOL!!
Ena> Oh! no bleeding?
Stephanie> No Ena ... as in, "nothing will come of it"
Ena> OH! :-D
Stephanie> I had heard of sending in tax returns on a void moon
Ena> Okay.
kaye> no really balancing a check book is equal to cleaning a refrigerator
kaye> both are best done when other thoughts don't get in the way
kaye> sending tax returns on a voc moon is very effective they just slide right
through the system
kaye> stephanie is thinking about investing in the year 2000
kaye> and ena is thing about getting some grant money I think
kaye> so lets start with when to invest
kaye> hi fred
Ena> I think I need to go non-profit, Kaye...People are hesitant...Hi Fred!
Ena> Welcome to OCA Hi Eileen!
kaye> subject is about when to invest in the year 2000
fred keil> hi Kaye
Stephanie> The 401K at my husband's work doesn't let us put much money in, so we
want to find other sources for retirement, plus hopefully earn capital to buy
land in the future.
Ena> Is this Eileen Sanders?
kaye> Stephanie that is a very common problem
kaye> I suggest individual IRA's where you buy mutual funds and stocks for the
portfolio
Stephanie> That's pretty much what we were thinking.
kaye> usually the brokerage charges a few bucks to make the filing for you
kaye> the thing is that we will probably have all new tax law by the end of
20001 for taxes but in the meantime we have the ones we kinda know
kaye> AU_OCt of 2000 will be the low in the markets
Stephanie> OK

kaye> by low I mean 11,000 on the Dow and 3500 on the Nasadaq which is where
they are today
kaye> If you are planning for that time period then today is the day you start
researching your picks
kaye> opps sorry about the bad typing
kaye> I suspect that this current run up in the market will level off in Feb
2000
Stephanie> So research now to buy in Oct.
kaye> Right if you don't have the money put aside yet
Stephanie> OK :) I don't!
Ena> Welcome Jan!
kaye> hi jan
kaye> Next topic is real-estate
jan warren allen> Hi-I finally found my way in here!!
kaye> Here the sign the nodes are in is a factor
jan warren allen> great!! I am all ears
kaye> throughout the USA history real-estate has been at its high when the north
node is in Cancer
kaye> It even makes astrological sense
jan warren allen> So have you figured out what month it will be at it's highest
then?
kaye> This time I would suggest that you might want to sell property
kaye> when the nodes are in cancer and buy when they go to Gemini
kaye> now there is a demographic reason for this as well.
kaye> the group eligible to buy houses is small the group eligible to sell
houses is large
kaye> so the babyboomers will start thinking of retirement during the next year
kaye> their largest asset is their house
kaye> they will get a for sale sign
kaye> there is a huge group with government pensions in their pockets hitting
the streets during the year 2000
kaye> the group will continue to increase and they will leave the cities
kaye> with their houses decorated with for sale signs
kaye> By 2001 some of this money will find its way into the equities markets
kaye> so stocks you buy now will continue to increase.
kaye> if you look at the transit of Jupiter you can see that my mid summer it
will be in Gemini
kaye> that will mean a surplus of cars, trucks or anything with wheels
kaye> ?
Stephanie> Hmmm! So, good deals on cars.
Ena> Hi Evan!
kaye> right another reason to have a savings account
kaye> hi evan
Ena> Thank you for coming!
Stephanie> Hiya Evan!
Evan> Hi all, didn't think I could make it...may have to run if the doorbell
rings
kaye> ok
kaye> back to cars
kaye> that means also don't buy stock in ford or gm or chrysler
kaye> until the jupiter transit of Gemini is almost over then those stocks will
be at a low
Stephanie> Gotcha.
jan warren allen> ?
kaye> ok take a look at Jupiter today it is in Aries
kaye> steel, eyewear, an haircare products are at a low
kaye> there will be a few survivors

Ena> Jan do you have a question?
kaye> and now their equity price is fairly low
kaye> Stephanie that is where you might start your research project
jan warren allen> yes-if everybody is putting for sale signs out won't that drop
the price of real-estate for the seller?
kaye> right jan
kaye> the price of real estate should start moving down in late2001
kaye> we are at the high now
jan warren allen> so it won't be a good time to get high dollar on property with
the nodes in cancer then?
kaye> The nodes move to Gemini Oct 14 2001
Stephanie> And when might the price of real estate go back up for the seller?
kaye> When the south node is in Cancer july 2009
Stephanie> Ugh! OK. Well, that's good to know.
kaye> So if you buy something now be sure you love it
kaye> or you may have to take a loss
kaye> this is a case where demographics support the astrology
kaye> Fred ?
fred keil> i am just listening
kaye> For the next few years the big economic problem in the USA is labor
kaye> not enough of any kind
jan warren allen> so is a high roller like a Donald Trump going to go into the
dumpster again like he did once before on over expanding again?
kaye> Right Jan Don't buy his stock also just noticed not enough babies being
born right now
kaye> babies and gambling are fifth house in astrology
jan warren allen> will we import more foreigners than to fill the labor shortage
gap?
kaye> jan we could but we won't have the government employees to process the
applications
Stephanie> That will be interesting.
jan warren allen> so then will people have to be paid more money as an incentive
to work more and harder then?
kaye> the y4ear 2000 problem is fewer people applying for civil service jobs
kaye> Our politicians are spewing a lot of hot air when they talk about new
programs
kaye> The private sector is taking the best and the brightest and offering them
stock options
kaye> government can't do that
kaye> I haven't heard a realistic candidate yet
jan warren allen> do you see computer related fields as being opportune for
young people to zero in on in the next 8 years or so yet?
kaye> yes also electricians and plumbers
jan warren allen> how so astrologically?
kaye> Neptune and Uranus in aquarius
jan warren allen> OK..gotcha
kaye> Neptune behinds its home sign Pisces demands plumbers in training
kaye> You can expand the Neptune idea to include government and other
institutions
jan warren allen> how about young people joining the navy and studying the
electronic fields?
kaye> every fellow who leaves the Navy has no problem finding a job that pays
over 40.000 as we speak
kaye> my nephew is one of them
jan warren allen> good for him!
kaye> he is cute and electronic engines were his specialty
Evan> Gotta run.........doorbell........bye

kaye> ok
kaye> questions
kaye> oh for us the astrologers of the world
jan warren allen> So you don't think that Donald Trump will run for president
then??
kaye> we get to be content providers
kaye> no Jan
kaye> he has an empire to hold together
kaye> did you know that was our computer job description
jan warren allen> but he wants to include the whole word into it, it seems
kaye> he's a media ace and this is an opportunity to do his thing
jan warren allen> then do you see less demand for housing in the future with
fewer babies being born these days?
kaye> right jan but it also coincides with the nodal cycle anyway our little
online college is set for the 21st century and
kaye> we are in the business of training content providers for the internet
kaye> bet you didn't know that ena
Ena> No...I'm not sure I know it still! :-)
kaye> web sites need stickies just like newspapers
jan warren allen> what do you mean exactly by content providers?
kaye> horoscopes are the most popular column in any newspaper
jan warren allen> Oh
kaye> they are a reason to plunk down your quarter
Stephanie> You mean that our students, the ones we train, are the ones who will
be out there providing the information on web sites.
kaye> stickies are the problem of web sites
kaye> why would someone check the site
kaye> tried and true news economics says horoscopes
kaye> so our online college is really a terrific training ground for content
providers
kaye> now we just have to get AOL etc to pay
kaye> ?'s
jan warren allen> have you looked at any presidential charts yet?
kaye> yes they are all cancers
kaye> no not really
jan warren allen> oh how interesting. who has the best one?
kaye> none on the current list seem to have what it takes
jan warren allen> I agree
kaye> A dark horse may appear yet
jan warren allen> how about Hillary winning in New York??
kaye> but the important person in this election is the vice president
jan warren allen> why
kaye> The Jupiter Saturn conjunction is hard on presidents
kaye> the VP needs to be a good man
jan warren allen> so with Gore having Saturn in his first house-is this too much
Saturn for him to win?
kaye> I'm wondering if the chart of the VP candidates will tell the tale
kaye> Saturn in 1st is good for accountants and nerds who work on their self
imposed deadlines
jan warren allen> yes and people see him as sort of a nerd don't they?
kaye> The 2000 capricorn ingress chart should tell the tale though
Stephanie> I apologize, I've got to run. Thank you, Kaye!
kaye> Jupiter and Saturn are in the 4th
kaye> Moon is in 10
kaye> the moon in 10 means a change in leadership
kaye> but we knew that already

jan warren allen> so could that bring in more of an influence of a woman to the
contest?
kaye> Jupiter and Saturn in 4 almost suggest that
kaye> the congress will have an equal number of dems and repub
kaye> and again the VP will break the tie
kaye> John Porter from Northern Ill. seems to be the Rep. establishment favorite
kaye> for the VP job
kaye> but I don't have his chart
jan warren allen> I am impressed by McCaine's experiences as a Vietnam prisoner
for so many years..
kaye> not sure
jan warren allen> have to run Kay--as usual it is always enlightening to talk to
you..
kaye> Sun is in the 12th of the ingress chart possible
kaye> ?'s
kaye> see ya all Ena's favorite horse in our stable Ordinary Woman is racing
Saturday Wish her luck
fred keil> kaye, the Internet has impacted business, what does the future hold?
Businesses are being transformed, yet brick & mortar sales were great last
weekend.
kaye> right fred
kaye> fred
kaye> it means there will be a lot of empty buildings
kaye> a lot of reworking the Mall concept
kaye> There will still be space for last minute folks like me to buy stuff
kaye> but I buy on line too
Ena> Kaye, do you see a quick transition, or will it be more gradual?
kaye> It will be fast because of the Jupiter Saturn conjunction
kaye> there is only one
fred keil> Business to business transactions are ten times greater than consumer
sales. It seem the trend is toward brokering commodities.
kaye> it is radical change
kaye> right Fred
kaye> and my cousin sells his cattle online as we speak
kaye> and horse meat goes to the far east via the computer salesmen
fred keil> Does the internet trend spell the end to middlemen and direct or
personal sales?
kaye> the job description is slimming down
kaye> there is still the personal sales person who helps the consumer think of
what else they need
fred keil> Shouldn't the internet trend lower costs and be somewhat
deflationary?
kaye> it is deflationary and it will be hardest on the Japanese economic style
kaye> which I will assume is prevalent in the far east
kaye> It does leave a new venue open
kaye> that is the arts
kaye> as people spend less on ordinary things they spend more on art and
entertainment
kaye> we will see this trend when jupiter moves to cancer the leo
fred keil> rather than spending on art & entertainment would many opt to invest?
kaye> but you'll have to come back to this lecture in 2001 for the scoop on that
trend
kaye> see ya all
kaye> bye
Ena> Bye!
fred keil> kaye, you owned a printing co., now you can order your printing over
the internet and even get stamps. How does this impact printers?

fred keil> bye kaye and ena
kaye> hi sharon you missed it
kaye> but come tonight
kaye> at 8:00 est
kaye> I just happened to stay on
kaye> hi
kaye> hi this kaye
kaye> did you have a question
Cosmos007> Hello Kaye: Interested in your lecture.
kaye> you are too late for the discussion of the lecture
kaye> you can come tonight at 8:00 EST
kaye> where I will probably repeat everything I said this morning
Cosmos007> Are printouts available online?
Cosmos007> I enjoy having the charts for those I relate to, can you share yours,
or do I already have it.?
kaye> Honestly I do not know send Ena Stanley an note and she will tell you how
to do it
kaye> you could also buy the book We're in the Money and it says essentially the
same thing
Cosmos007> I'll look for it at our local Planet Earth Book Store
kaye> not there only on line or buy the Llewellyn Sun Sign or Moon sign book
kaye> My article for economic predictions is in there
Cosmos007> In your field, how do you find the outer collective element impact on
the economy?
Cosmos007> I am heavily into retrograde research, and enjoy their implications,
have you found any connection in your area?
kaye> Jupiter rx is keeps the stock market even or down Saturn rx has little
effect
kaye> PL, Nept, rx have little effect Uranus conjunct Jupiter sends the market
up fast
kaye> rx or direct
Cosmos007> What might you expect with our upcoming Mars/Uranus/New Cycle about
to occur?
kaye> mars is labor and uranus is computers volitle supply of labor
kaye> in the field of electronics
Cosmos007> Does Mars have any implications?
kaye> Mars is work and workers
Cosmos007> I'd guess the Mars/Uranus may suggest W T O action?????
kaye> if it is afflicted you have stressed workers
kaye> right
kaye> in this case it was the police
kaye> and the workers
Cosmos007> World-Wide, the afflictions would have to be the Angles, wouldn't it?
kaye> the workers can't fathom their place in the global economy
kaye> the police were stressed
Cosmos007> Police = Saturn?
kaye> yes check the chart for Seattle
kaye> no police are para military and therefore mars
kaye> Saturn in economic astrology is the accounting department
Cosmos007> Both might be considered authorities, wouldn't they?
kaye> military doesn't work with out $ but they do not account for their money
Cosmos007> What, if any, implication of our current Saturn retrogradation, to
that accounting?
kaye> Economic astrology has some different definitions right now the accounts
can hide their errors

Cosmos007> My own studies suggest that Rx results in a reversal of typical
rulerships, i.e. Saturn would suggest Aquarius qualities FIRST, followed by
normal Capricorn qualities.
kaye> they will be exposed on the squares a direct saturn makes to the various
planets
kaye> ok
kaye> how does that apply to economics? The current running Neptune Uranus
square
Cosmos007> Thank you Angel, "E" me your natal data and current relocation and
I'll add you to my list of studies, especially any Rx you may hold.
kaye> first the computers break down then the businesses break down
Cosmos007> How about the more positive potentialities?
kaye> my other computer is broken what is your E mail
Cosmos007> vera@mindspring.com....(the wife, equally competent in our Philosophy
kaye> the businesses focus inward to fix their problems and stop sending press
releases how is that for being silly
kaye> ok I'm on your list I read your postings every time
kaye> I like to keep up on current positions and I therefore quickly review your
notes
kaye> to make sure I haven't overlooks
kaye> overlooked an important aspect
kaye> see ya
Cosmos007> My postings are my own way of attempting to stay abreast.....How do
you find 'Cycles' in your field?
Cosmos007> Later, Angel.....Trines...Cos
phil> hi Sharon

